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The False Prince
If you love the danger and sword-fighting of MERLIN, you'll like this! In a discontent
kingdom, civil war is brewing. To unify the divided people, Conner, a nobleman of
the court, devises a cunning plan to find an impersonator of the king's long-lost son
and install him as a puppet prince. Four orphans are recruited to compete for the
role, including a defiant boy named Sage. Sage knows that Conner's motives are
more than questionable, yet his life balances on a sword's point - he must be
chosen to play the prince or he will certainly be killed. As Sage's journey continues,
layer upon layer of treachery and deceit unfold, until finally a truth is revealed that
proves more dangerous than all of the lies put together.

Susan Mallery's Fool's Gold Cookbook
Two local Fool's Gold chefs have been tasked with putting together a cookbook of
the town's favorite recipes, and readers can watch the two flirt, cook, and fall in
love while cooking all of Fool's Gold's favorites themselves.

Halfway There
A second book in a trilogy about three brave bodyguards and the women who love
them. Original.

All the Devils Are Here
Two local Fool's Gold chefs have been tasked with putting together a cookbook of
the town's favorite recipes, and readers can watch the two flirt, cook, and fall in
love while cooking all of Fool's Gold's favorites themselves.

A Fool's Gold Christmas
To overcome her painful past, baker Shelby Gilmore goes on the hunt for a friend a male friend - to convince her stubborn psyche that men can be trusted. But
where in a town as small as Fool's Gold will the petite blonde find a guy willing to
not date her? Dark, charming Aidan Mitchell puts the "adventure" in Mitchell
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Adventure Tours and into the beds of his many willing female tourists. Until he
realizes he's inadvertently become that guy - the one-night Casanova - and worse,
everyone in town knows it. Maybe Shelby's boy/girl experiment will help him see
women as more than just conquests so he can change his ways and win back his
self-respect.

Fool's Gold?
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming comes across the sky. . .” A
few months after the Germans’ secret V-2 rocket bombs begin falling on London,
British Intelligence discovers that a map of the city pinpointing the sexual
conquests of one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S. Army, corresponds identically to
a map showing the V-2 impact sites. The implications of this discovery will launch
Slothrop on an amazing journey across war-torn Europe, fleeing an international
cabal of military-industrial superpowers, in search of the mysterious Rocket 00000,
through a wildly comic extravaganza that has been hailed in The New Republic as
“the most profound and accomplished American novel since the end of World War
II.”

Only His
Fool’s Gold, California, a charming small town that’s short on men, has captured
thousands of readers’ hearts in Susan Mallery’s New York Times bestselling series.
Fall in love with Fool’s Gold’s beloved characters and heartwarming romance in
Only Us: A Fool’s Gold Holiday novella! Pet groomer Carina Fiore wants nothing
more than to confess her feelings to the man she loves. She’s drawn to
veterinarian Cameron McKenzie’s good looks, caring nature and especially his
devotion to his young daughter. But he’s also her boss and a good friend. Putting
her heart on the line could cost Rina both her job and their friendship forever.
Since his divorce, Cameron hasn’t been willing to trust his heart—or his
daughter—with anyone else. For months he’s pushed away all thoughts of taking
Rina in his arms and kissing her, unwilling to risk their friendship for a single night
of pleasure. But when a kiss under the mistletoe unlocks the simmering passion
between them, Rina and Cameron may just find love for the holidays after all….
Don’t miss the latest title, A Fool’s Gold Christmas, book 10 of the Fool’s Gold
series.

Two of a Kind
Wedding bells are ringing in Fool's Gold, but not for Nevada Hendrix. Her triplet
sisters are engaged, and even her mother has a more active love life than she
does. Determined to make a fresh start, she applies for her dream job, only to
discover that her new boss is her first love. Maybe she could overlook the fact that
they've seen each other naked, but she'll never forget the way he broke her heart.
Tucker Janack agrees to Nevada's "business only" ground rules. After all, love is a
trap that the construction millionaire has avoided his whole life. But when great
business partners turn out to be so much more, every rule gets broken. Will either
of them be willing to try again…or will their past get in the way?
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The Odyssey of Homer
Return to Fool’s Gold, California with the 3rd book in this fan-favorite series from
New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery! When Pia O’Brian’s best friend
dies, Pia expects to inherit her cherished cat. Instead, the woman leaves Pia three
frozen embryos. With a disastrous track record in the romance department and the
parenting skills of a hamster, Pia doesn’t think she’s meant for motherhood. But
determined to do the right thing, Pia decides to become a single mother. Only to
meet a gorgeous, sexy hunk the very same day. A former foster-care kid now rich
beyond his wildest dreams, Raoul Moreno runs a camp for needy children in Fool’s
Gold, California. After his last relationship, Raoul thought he was done with women
and commitment. Still, he can’t get sweet, sexy Pia out of his mind—and proposes
a crazy plan. But can such an unconventional beginning really result in the perfect
ending? Previously published. Read more in the Fool’s Gold series: Book 1: Chasing
Perfect Book 2: Almost Perfect Book 3: Finding Perfect Book 4: Only Mine Book 5:
Only Yours Book 6: Only His Book 7: Summer Days Book 8: Summer Nights Book 9:
All Summer Long Book 10: A Fool’s Gold Christmas And even more books available
in the Fool’s Gold series!

Summer Nights
"Hell is empty, and all the devils are here." -Shakespeare, The Tempest As soon as
the financial crisis erupted, the finger-pointing began. Should the blame fall on
Wall Street, Main Street, or Pennsylvania Avenue? On greedy traders, misguided
regulators, sleazy subprime companies, cowardly legislators, or clueless home
buyers? According to Bethany McLean and Joe Nocera, two of America's most
acclaimed business journalists, the real answer is all of the above-and more. Many
devils helped bring hell to the economy. And the full story, in all of its complexity
and detail, is like the legend of the blind men and the elephant. Almost everyone
has missed the big picture. Almost no one has put all the pieces together. All the
Devils Are Here goes back several decades to weave the hidden history of the
financial crisis in a way no previous book has done. It explores the motivations of
everyone from famous CEOs, cabinet secretaries, and politicians to anonymous
lenders, borrowers, analysts, and Wall Street traders. It delves into the powerful
American mythology of homeownership. And it proves that the crisis ultimately
wasn't about finance at all; it was about human nature. Among the devils you'll
meet in vivid detail: • Angelo Mozilo, the CEO of Countrywide, who dreamed of
spreading homeownership to the masses, only to succumb to the peer pressureand the outsized profits-of the sleaziest subprime lending. • Roland Arnall, a
respected philanthropist and diplomat, who made his fortune building Ameriquest,
a subprime lending empire that relied on blatantly deceptive lending practices. •
Hank Greenberg, who built AIG into a Rube Goldberg contraption with an
undeserved triple-A rating, and who ran it so tightly that he was the only one who
knew where all the bodies were buried. • Stan O'Neal of Merrill Lynch, aloof and
suspicious, who suffered from "Goldman envy" and drove a proud old firm into the
ground by promoting cronies and pushing out his smartest lieutenants. • Lloyd
Blankfein, who helped turn Goldman Sachs from a culture that famously put clients
first to one that made clients secondary to its own bottom line. • Franklin Raines of
Fannie Mae, who (like his predecessors) bullied regulators into submission and let
his firm drift away from its original, noble mission. • Brian Clarkson of Moody's,
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who aggressively pushed to increase his rating agency's market share and stock
price, at the cost of its integrity. • Alan Greenspan, the legendary maestro of the
Federal Reserve, who ignored the evidence of a growing housing bubble and
turned a blind eye to the lending practices that ultimately brought down Wall
Street-and inflicted enormous pain on the country. Just as McLean's The Smartest
Guys in the Room was hailed as the best Enron book on a crowded shelf, so will All
the Devils Are Here be remembered for finally making sense of the meltdown and
its consequences.

Fever 1793
Returning home to Fool's Gold, California, former model Clay Stryker finds an
unexpected ally in firefighter Chantal Dixon, a tomboy who, haunted by painful
memories, sees beyond his good looks to the real man beneath.

Only Us: A Fool's Gold Holiday
Single mother Patience McGraw and bodyguard Justice Garrett learn that, in Fool's
Gold, California, sometimes you just can't stop love. Original.

Susan Mallery Fool's Gold Series Volume Four
"To bridal boutique owner Madeline Krug, organizing a Christmas wedding sounds
like a joy--until she finds out she'll be working closely with the gorgeous brother of
the bride, movie star Jonny Blaze. How will a small-town girl like her keep from
falling for the world's sexiest guy? Especially with mistletoe lurking around every
corner!"--Front jacket flap.

Only Yours
As he battles against stubborn Heidi Simpson for ownership of the Castle Ranch,
ruthless businessman Rafe Stryker finds himself unexpectedly warming to life as a
cowboy, and to the possibility of a life with Heidi.

Almost Perfect
New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery welcomes you to charming Fool's
Gold, California—the ultimate small-town destination for romance! Do not get the
Hendrix triplets started about the lack of eligible men in Fool's Gold! When Dakota
gets roped into screening sexy bachelors for a local reality romance show she soon
realizes love isn't as easy as it seems on TV. Her sister Montana has finally found
her calling working with therapy dogs, but can she convince the handsome but
relationship-averse man of her dreams to make a home in Fool's Gold? And while
wedding bells are ringing for her sisters, they're not for Nevada. After landing her
dream job, her hopes of a fresh start are thwarted when her new boss turns out to
be the first love she never forgot. Offered here for the first time in collection form,
the second Fool's Gold trilogy—plus the bonus novella Only Us—lets you reconnect
with the characters who have become as familiar as old friends. Susan Mallery's
Fool's Gold Series, Volume Two Only Mine Only Yours Only His Only Us
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Susan Mallery Fool's Gold Series Volume Three
From award-winning Financial Times journalist Gillian Tett, who enraged Wall
Street leaders with her news-breaking warnings of a crisis more than a year ahead
of the curve, Fool’s Gold tells the astonishing unknown story at the heart of the
2008 meltdown. Drawing on exclusive access to J.P. Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon and
a tightly bonded team of bankers known on Wall Street as the “Morgan Mafia,” as
well as in-depth interviews with dozens of other key players, including Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner, Tett brings to life in gripping detail how the Morgan
team’s bold ideas for a whole new kind of financial alchemy helped to ignite a
revolution in banking, and how that revolution escalated wildly out of control. The
deeply reported and lively narrative takes readers behind the scenes, to the inner
sanctums of elite finance and to the secretive reaches of what came to be known
as the “shadow banking” world. The story begins with the intense Morgan
brainstorming session in 1994 beside a pool in Boca Raton, where the team cooked
up a dazzling new idea for the exotic financial product known as credit derivatives.
That idea would rip around the banking world, catapult Morgan to the top of the
turbocharged derivatives trade, and fuel an extraordinary banking boom that
seemed to have unleashed banks from ages-old constraints of risk. But when the
Morgan team’s derivatives dream collided with the housing boom, and was
perverted—through hubris, delusion, and sheer greed—by titans of banking that
included Citigroup, UBS, Deutsche Bank, and the thundering herd at Merrill
Lynch—even as J.P. Morgan itself stayed well away from the risky concoctions
others were peddling—catastrophe followed. Tett’s access to Dimon and the J.P.
Morgan leaders who so skillfully steered their bank away from the wild excesses of
others sheds invaluable light not only on the untold story of how they engineered
their bank’s escape from carnage but also on how possible it was for the larger
banking world, regulators, and rating agencies to have spotted, and heeded, the
terrible risks of a meltdown. A tale of blistering brilliance and willfully blind
ambition, Fool’s Gold is both a rare journey deep inside the arcane and wildly
competitive world of high finance and a vital contribution to understanding how the
worst economic crisis since the Great Depression was perpetrated.

Finding Perfect
Rediscover the book that started it all… Welcome to Fool’s Gold, California, a
charming community in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada. There’s lots to do and
plenty of people to meet, especially women. Because there’s just one tiny problem
in Fool’s Gold: the men don’t seem to stick around. Maybe it’s the lure of big-city
life, or maybe it’s plain old bad luck, but regardless of the reason, the problem has
to be fixed, fast. And Charity Jones may be just the city planner to do it. Charity’s
nomadic childhood has left her itching to settle down, and she immediately falls in
love with all the storybook town has to offer—everything, that is, except its sexiest
and most famous resident, former world-class cyclist Josh Golden. With her long list
of romantic disasters, she’s not about to take a chance on another bad boy, even if
everyone else thinks he’s perfect just the way he is. But maybe that’s just what he
needs—someone who knows the value of his flaws. Someone who knows that he’s
just chasing perfect. And don’t miss Susan’s brand-new bonus novella, A Fool’s
Gold Wedding, inside this book!
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Gravity's Rainbow
Can first love turn into the real deal? Anything can happen in a sizzling new Fool's
Gold story from New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery. Isabel Beebe
thinks she's cursed in the romance department. Her teenage crush, Ford Hendrix,
ignored all her letters. Her husband left her for another…man. So Isabel has come
home to dust off her passion for fashion and run the family bridal shop until her
parents are ready to sell it. Then she'll pursue her real dreams. At least, that's the
plan, until sexy, charming Ford returns and leaves her feeling fourteen all over
again….. Seeing Isabel all grown-up hits bodyguard trainer Ford like a sucker
punch. Back when heartbreak made him join the military, her sweet letters kept
him sane. Now he can't take his eyes—or his lips—off her. The man who gave up
on love has a reason to stay in Fool's Gold forever—if three little words can
convince Isabel to do the same.

A Fool's Gold Wedding
Return to Fool’s Gold, California where finding true love is no game in this fanfavorite story from New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery! Her town’s
lack of men may make headlines, but it isn’t news to Dakota Hendrix. The beautiful
blonde has bigger problems to deal with, such as overseeing the romance reality
competition filming in Fool’s Gold. Screening eligible bachelors is a difficult enough
task, but Dakota hits an unexpected snag when a sexy stranger comes to town.
Finn Anderssen will do anything to keep his twin brothers—the perfect
contestants—off the show. Despite Dakota’s better judgment, she finds herself
drawn to the mysterious outsider. Like her, Finn knows about heartbreak and how
a family can fall apart, so she doesn’t dare to hope for anything more than a fling.
After all, even in the Land of Happy Endings, finding true love is never as easy as it
looks on TV. Previously published. Read more in the Fool’s Gold series: Book 1:
Chasing Perfect Book 2: Almost Perfect Book 3: Finding Perfect Book 4: Only Mine
Book 5: Only Yours Book 6: Only His Book 7: Summer Days Book 8: Summer Nights
Book 9: All Summer Long Book 10: A Fool’s Gold Christmas And even more books
available in the Fool’s Gold series!

Thrill Me
New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery's classic blend of lighthearted
humor and intense emotional conflict works its magic on two newcomers to the
California town of Fool's Gold, which Library Journal calls "a setting so real and
appealing readers will want to start scoping out real estate." Destiny Mills believes
passion has its place—like in the lyrics of the country songs that made her parents
famous. After a childhood full of drama and heartache, she wants a life that's calm.
Safe. Everything that Kipling Gilmore isn't. Her temporary assignment with the
Fool's Gold search and rescue team puts her in delicious proximity to the former
world-class skier every day. Part of her aches to let go for once…the rest is terrified
what'll happen if she does. Though an accident ended his career, Kipling still lives
for thrills—and a hot fling with a gorgeous redhead like Destiny would be a
welcome diversion. Yet beneath his new coworker's cool facade is a woman who
needs more than he's ever given. With her, he's ready to take the risk. But love,
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like skiing, is all about trust—and before you soar, you have to be willing to fall.
Look for Best of My Love, the next title in Susan Mallery's Fool's Gold series.

Three Little Words
Guardians of the Galaxy meets The Hobbit in this rollicking fantasy adventure. It's
not easy to live in a world ruled by dragons. The taxes are high and their control is
complete. But for one group of bold misfits, it's time to band together and steal
back some of that wealth. No one said they were smart.

Chasing Perfect
When an injury forces her to return home, and into the fold of her estranged
family, Evie Stryker agrees to stage the winter festival and then plans to leave
town, but her brother's best friend has other plans for her.

Pyrite
"Eureka!" In an age of open-mindedness, many believers accept too much with too
little discernment, resulting in great confusion and compromise. But God's Word
makes it clear that not everything that glitters is gold. False teaching is at every
turn, and the temptation to embrace it is great. As God's people we are called to
sift through the overwhelming number of traditions and trends and use the truth of
Scripture to determine which are the true treasures-and which are "fool's gold."
General editor John MacArthur and the contributors of this uncompromising book
define the principles of biblical discernment and use them to address several
contemporary Christian issues. They provide straightforward, biblical critiques of
some popular but unfortunate Christian trends, such as watered-down preaching
and doctrinally questionable best-selling books. Dr. MacArthur ends with a practical
plan for cultivating discernment in the Christian life. It is the duty of every Christiannot just pastors and elders-to follow the biblical command to cling to what is good
and to reject what is not. This book will equip you with a foundation for biblical
discernment that will enable you to make careful distinctions in your thinking
about truth.

A Kiss in the Snow
Most people have heard of pyrite, the brassy yellow mineral commonly known as
fool's gold. But despite being the most common sulfide on the earth's surface,
pyrite's bright crystals have attracted a noteworthy amount of attention from many
different cultures, and its nearly identical visual appearance to gold has led to tales
of fraud, trickery, and claims of alchemy. 'Pyrite' occupies a unique place in human
history: it became an integral part of mining lore in America during the 19th
century, and it has a presence in ancient Sumerian texts, Greek philosophy, and
medieval poetry, becoming a symbol for anything overvalued. In 'Pyrite',
geochemist and author David Rickard blends basic science and historical narrative
to describe the many unique ways pyrite makes appearances in our world. He
follows pyrite back through the medieval alchemists to the ancient Arab, Chinese,
Indian, and Classical worlds, showing why the mineral was central to the
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development of these various ancient cultures. 'Pyrite' can be tracked to the
beginnings of humankind, and Rickard reveals how it contributed to the origins of
our art and storytelling and even to our biologic development as humans.0But
pyrite has unique scientific properties as well: the book distills how oxidation
makes fool's gold look like a precious metal, and shows how pyrite can choke out
oxygen from water, creating large "dead zones" in our oceans. Rickard analyzes
pyrite's role in manufacturing sulfuric acid, a compound used for everything from
cleaning drains to fertilizing crops. Its influence extends from human evolution and
the formation of societies, through science and industry, to our understanding of
ancient, modern, and future earth environments. Energetic and accessible, Pyrite
is the first book to show readers the history and science of one of the world's most
fascinating minerals.

The canary and the hammer
Sparks fly when past and present collide in Susan Mallery’s New York Times
bestselling Fool’s Gold series. They’re about to discover the magic of second
chances…so long as they can work up the courage to seize them! Patience McGraw
has never forgotten the boy who captured her heart…or his sudden disappearance.
Can she trust the man who’s come home in his place? Felicia Swift can’t believe it
when she hears a sexy voice from her past in tiny Fool’s Gold—it takes her right
back to the hottest night of her life and the dangerous man she shared it with. And
just when unlucky-in-love Isabel Beebe walks out on romance, who walks in but her
teenage crush! Can she give the spark between them the chance it deserves?
Collected here for the first time, the fourth volume of Fool’s Gold romances—plus
the bonus novella Halfway There—makes the wonder of Fool’s Gold come alive.
Susan Mallery’s Fool’s Gold Collection, Volume Four Halfway There (bonus novella)
Just One Kiss Two of a Kind Three Little Words

Susan Mallery Fool's Gold Series Volume Two
Readers have fallen in love with the town and people of Fool's Gold in Susan
Mallery's New York Times bestselling series. Meet her latest couple in this special
Fool's Gold novella! Fayrene Hopkins may be only twenty-four years old, but she
runs her own business and has big plans—plans that don't involve falling in love
yet. She's determined to make her mark on the world before settling down. She
thinks she's got life all figured out—until she meets Ryan Patterson on her latest
job. Fayrene senses his interest in her, and she has to admit he gets her pulse
racing. Luckily, starting a relationship with Ryan is safe—he's leaving Fool's Gold
when his work contract is up. Ryan has goals of his own and a job waiting for him
in Texas. He doesn't expect to get waylaid by a sassy blonde and cozy town. But
what started out as temporary is starting to look like the real thing. If only he can
convince Fayrene that some plans are made to be broken. Return to Fool's Gold in
Just One Kiss, Two of a Kind and Three Little Words. Plus, look for the entire Fool's
Gold series—and dozens of other memorable titles by Susan Mallery—available
now from Harlequin HQN.

Hold Me
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#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery turns up the heat with this
reader-favorite Fool’s Gold novella about food, finding yourself and falling in love;
originally available only in the Fool’s Gold Cookbook, now available to be enjoyed
as a standalone short story. Ana Raquel’s greatest passion is food: she’s a gifted
chef with the experience to prove it. Armed with an Airstream trailer-turned-mobilekitchen, she’s back in her hometown of Fool’s Gold, California, ready to make her
dreams of running her own kitchen come true. There’s just one problem—one tall,
dark-eyed, utterly exasperating problem: Greg Clary, her archnemesis. Greg has
always one-upped her at everything. He even has a restaurant in Fool’s Gold that’s
wildly successful. And when the mayor asks Ana to collaborate with Greg on a
cookbook, she’s forced to confront her unresolved feelings for him. Ana can craft
the most delicate soufflé, but can she navigate the desire of her own heart? A
Fool's Gold series novella. Originally published in The Fool’s Gold Cookbook.

The Dragon Lords: Fool's Gold
Our world is changing dramatically, yet many Christians still rely on cookie-cutter
approaches to evangelism and apologetics. In his magnum opus, Os Guinness
presents the art and power of creative persuasion—the ability to talk to people who
are closed to what we are saying. Discover afresh the persuasive power of
Christian witness.

Kiss Me
New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery invites you home to Fool's Gold,
California, where friends and family are never far, and love is always in the air.
They sought fame and fortune and are finally home—the rugged Stryker brothers
are back and bringing the heat! Rafe is a pro when it comes to running a
boardroom, but a land dispute—and the beautiful blonde on the other side of
it—are giving him a real run for his money. His brother Shane just wants to raise
horses. He's through with passion, but what will he do when it tracks him down in
the form of the town's naughty-but-nice librarian? And though former model Clay
has come home in the hopes of starting a family, he's also vowed never to risk his
heart again. Can someone in Fool's Gold help him change his mind? Collected here
for the first time, the third Fool's Gold trilogy—plus the bonus novella Almost
Summer—makes coming home to Fool's Gold more memorable than ever. Susan
Mallery's Fool's Gold series, Volume Three ALMOST SUMMER SUMMER DAYS
SUMMER NIGHTS ALL SUMMER LONG

Marry Me at Christmas
Sparks fly when the sister of the bride meets the brother of the groom in this brandnew Fool’s Gold love story…Abby Hendrix would do anything to help with her
beloved sister’s wedding, even play tour guide to the off-puttingly brilliant—and
unexpectedly gorgeous—brother of the groom. She’s a small-town schoolteacher;
he’s a gifted surgeon. Nothing intimidating about that! She’ll just ask him to help
her plan a top secret surprise for the wedding. No pressure. Joaquin Kincaid has
always been book-smart and people-awkward, and Abby’s sweet and social nature
triggers an unexpected yearning inside him. His whole life, he’s been an outsider,
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while she’s so popular she’s able to convince an entire town to go along with her
wild ideas. For the first time ever, he’s met a woman who accepts him as he is,
quirks and all, and he feels himself falling in love. Could Abby love him, too? Or,
when she discovers the real reason he came to Fool’s Gold, will he lose her
forever? Don’t miss Susan Mallery’s most irresistible novel yet, The Vineyard at
Painted Moon, and join one woman as she searches for the perfect blend of love,
family and wine.

Best of My Love
Horse whisperer Shane Stryker, who is looking for a sensible woman who will be
content with the quiet life of a rancher's wife, sets his sights on small-town
librarian Annabelle Weiss, who has a wild side that tests his resolve.

All Summer Long
Photographed across four years and four continents, 'The Canary and The Hammer'
details our reverence for gold and its role in humanity?s ruthless pursuit of
progress. Through a mix of image, text and archival material, the third book by
British artist Lisa Barnard provides a fascinating insight into the troubled history of
gold and the complex ways it intersects with the global economy.00Gold is
ubiquitous in modern life; the mineral is concealed at the heart of much of the
technology we use and is, most fundamentally, a potent symbol of value, beauty,
purity, greed and political power. The Canary and The Hammer strives to connect
these disparate stories?from the mania of the gold rush and the brutal world of
modern mining, to the sexual politics of the industry and gold?s often dark but
indispensable role at the heart of high-tech industry.00Prompted by the financial
crisis of 2008 and its stark reminder of the global west?s determination to
accumulate wealth, Barnard sets out to question gold?s continued status as
economic barometer amidst new intangible forms of technological high?finance. By
addressing this through photography, Barnard in turn raises the question of how
her chosen medium can respond to such abstract events and concepts. The result
is an ambitious project, one sketching a personal journey in which she ultimately
tackles the complexity of material representation in these fragmented and
troubling times.

Scumble
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia are abuzz with mosquitoes
and rumors of fever. Down near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl at the Cook Coffeehouse. But
fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of her
childhood playmate. New customers have overrun her family's coffee shop, located
far from the mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of fever are all but
overshadowed by dreams of growing her family's small business into a thriving
enterprise. But when the fever begins to strike closer to home, Mattie's struggle to
build a new life must give way to a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

Susan Mallery's Fool's Gold Cookbook
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Welcome back to Fool’s Gold, California where man’s best friend might just be
man’s best matchmaker in this irresistible book from New York Times bestselling
author Susan Mallery! Previously published. Montana Hendrix has found her
calling—working with therapy dogs. With a career she loves in a hometown she
adores, she’s finally ready to look for her own happily ever after. Could one of her
dogs help her find Mr. Right…or maybe Dr. Right? Surgeon Simon Bradley prefers
the sterility of the hospital to the messiness of real life, especially when real life
includes an accident-prone mutt and a woman whose kisses make him want what
he knows he can’t have. Scarred since childhood, he avoids emotional
entanglement by moving from place to place to heal children who need his skillful
touch. Can his growing feelings for Montana lead him to find a home in Fool’s Gold,
or will he walk away, taking her broken heart with him? Read more in the Fool’s
Gold series: Book 1: Chasing Perfect Book 2: Almost Perfect Book 3: Finding Perfect
Book 4: Only Mine Book 5: Only Yours Book 6: Only His Book 7: Summer Days Book
8: Summer Nights Book 9: All Summer Long Book 10: A Fool’s Gold Christmas And
even more books available in the Fool’s Gold series!

Just One Kiss
Anything can happen in Fool’s Gold, California, including a second chance at first
love this classic story from New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery! Back
in high school, Liz Sutton was the girl from the wrong side of the tracks. Then she’d
stolen the heart of the most popular boy in town, and their secret romance helped
her through the worst of times. Until Ethan Hendrix betrayed her and everything
they’d ever meant to each other. Devastated and pregnant, Liz left Fool’s Gold,
California—forever, she thought…. Now Liz must return to town and face the man
who doesn’t know of their son’s existence. And this time she won’t have the option
of making a quick getaway. Ethan and Liz can’t deny their passionate attraction,
even after all these years. But will their desire be enough to spark a second chance
at love? Previously published. Read more in the Fool’s Gold series: Book 1: Chasing
Perfect Book 2: Almost Perfect Book 3: Finding Perfect Book 4: Only Mine Book 5:
Only Yours Book 6: Only His Book 7: Summer Days Book 8: Summer Nights Book 9:
All Summer Long Book 10: A Fool’s Gold Christmas And even more books available
in the Fool’s Gold series!

Fool's Gold
A Christmas gift straight from the heart of Susan Mallery, one of today's most
beloved writers—a brand new Fool's Gold romance! Cupcake baker Nancee Smith
is stunned when search-and-rescue pilot Jesse “Shep” Sheppard strides into her
kitchen. The last time she saw the Ghost of Heartbreaks Past was the night before
he left her at the altar. He said he loved her, then didn't even say goodbye. Now
Shep claims he's done dashing away at the first sign of forever. The romance of
Fool's Gold at Christmas tempts her to have faith—snow glistening on rooftops like
great swirls of frosting, twinkle lights in every window—but this time around, she's
the one with cold feet. If promises alone aren't enough to sway her, Shep will have
to show her the love in his heart. “Susan Mallery never disappoints.” —#1 New
York Times bestselling author Debbie Macomber
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Sweeter With You
A loner cowboy finds the one woman who can capture his heart.

Only Mine
Meet the Mitchell brothers of Fool's Gold, California—five gorgeous men who've left
a trail of broken hearts in their wake… Maya Farlow learned the hard way to
depend only on herself, so when she fell too deeply for the bad-boy charms of Del
Mitchell, she did the only thing she could—she ran. Stunned, Del left Fool's Gold to
make his name and fortune in extreme sports. Now ten years later, Maya's been
hired to promote her hometown's new slogan, The Destination for Romance. The
celebrity spokesman is none other than Del, the man she dumped but never forgot.
Awkward! Although Del's not the type to hold a grudge, he's determined to avoid
falling a second time for the woman who broke his heart. He's a daredevil, not an
idiot. Trouble is, in all his adventures, he never found a rush as exhilarating as
Maya's kiss. Maybe risking his heart will prove to be the biggest thrill of all…

Fool's Talk
Read the New York Times bestseller and companion to Newbery Honor winner
Savvy! It's nine years after Savvy, and Mibs' cousin Ledge is on the verge of
turning thirteen. More than anything, he wants the power to run like the wind. But
when his birthday comes, he discovers that his savvy is actually making things fall
apart. It starts out with small things, but then it gets worse. To top it all off,
someone outside the family has witnessed his destruction. Now, in addition to
trying to figure out how to control - or scumble - his savvy, he's got to worry about
how to protect the family secrets. Over the course of one amazing summer, Ledge
learns a lot about himself and his family, makes a new - and very unlikely - friend,
and learns to appreciate his newfound skills. "Readers will delight in the tall-tale
tropes and Ledge's authentic physical, emotional, and artistic challenges." Booklist, starred review "The title stands alone in its fast-paced plot with twists and
turns galore, and readers familiar with Savvy will eat it up and wish for more." School Library Journal

Summer Days
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